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FABRICS & FURNISHINGS

Kris Turnbull Studios is a high-end 
architectural & luxury interior design 
studio specialising in residential projects 
for private clients & property developers 

throughout the UK & abroad.
Set within a stunning converted Grade B listed 

church; Kris Turnbull Studios is the only one 
of  it’s kind in the country. The impressive 5,000 
square foot luxury interior showroom, features 
a fashionable blend of  the finest furniture, most 
luxurious elegant fabrics & exquisite home 
decorations in a selection of  lifestyle rooms. 

Dedicated to designing through the eyes of  
each client, Kris & his creative team approach 
every commission in a tailored fashion, backed by 
extensive property and design experience, award-
winning developments and a natural eye for luxury; 
they take a hands-on approach to every project 
ensuring each is delivered with love & care to suit 
each clients’ desires, needs & requirements.

Friendly & highly knowledgeable interior 
designers are welcoming & passionate about 
design – offering a truly personal service to each 
& every client. The boutique-style showroom 
exhibits more than 200 world renowned suppliers, 
full of  magnificent finishes in every colour, 
texture & patterns, housing the latest collections 
& movements from exclusive design houses and 
carefully selected mill partners sourced from around 
the world. 

The studio offers a relaxed, yet very personal 
service. The designers create a seamless journey 
from concept through to completion, always 
aiming to exceed expectations. Combining exacting 
standards with warmth & informality makes the 
whole process enjoyable & rewarding.

BEAUTIFUL 
LIVING

The extensive sample library provides a wide 
range of  the most luxurious elegant fabrics 
& wallpapers made in exquisite materials that 
give interiors a sophisticated allure and a stylish 
decorative signature. Our experienced & highly 
skilled curtain makers offer a bespoke curtain & 
roman blind making service, using high quality 
materials & the finest techniques to achieve the 
highest standards.

Kris & his extremely talented team are renowned 
for being one of  the most desirable & esteemed 
design studios in the UK and throughout Europe 
& The Middle East. The creative team offers the 
full complement of  design services: architecture, 
interior architecture, interior design & home styling. 

Our stylish projects reflect our extensive 
experience in creating luxurious and livable spaces 
for national and international private clients, 
residential developers & boutique hoteliers.

Building relationships and understanding the 
clients’ lifestyle & tastes, working together to create 
individual design briefs, is the foundation and 
starting point for the perfect project. 

The success of  design relies on seamlessly 
integrating the component parts considering 
furniture layouts, ambi-task lighting, electrical 
design, finishing schedules for hard finishes, 
bathroom and kitchen design.

The holistic design approach by our designers 
will translate into design proposals that combine the 
hopes, dreams and desires of  clients for their home, 
holiday retreat or even simply that special room! 

The Kris Turnbull Studios ethos is to create a 
more beautiful living environment for everyone. 
Kris Turnbull Studios. +44 (0)28 9068 8600. 
www.kristurnbull.com

“The boutique-style 
showroom exhibits 

more than 200 
world renowned 

suppliers” 


